
 

 

 

 

 

 Friday 10th July 

We had a lovely week in Waveney Class. The highlight was our beach fun day and surf yoga.    
Prior to the event the children made and decorated surfboards, pasta jewellery and flip flops.  

            

On the day the children dressed for the beach and took their surfboards and beach towels 
out to the field to meet Tess, our surf yoga instructor. We had great fun imagining that we 
were surfing on the ocean and seeing lots of sea creatures as we went in search of the perfect 
wave. Tess was very impressed with the children’s ability to follow her instructions and use 
their imaginations.  

            

Our theme story was The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch by Ronda and David Armitage. We 
listened to the story and discussed it. We talked about what we would put in a disgusting 
sandwich and then wrote the sentence. After that we made sandwiches, using a knife to 
spread the filling and cut it into quarters. Then we ate them (they were delicious, not 
disgusting!). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

We looked at a piece of Folk Art by Maud Lewis and used a variety of materials and 
techniques to recreate it. We also made models of lighthouses and talked about how we could 
improve our models. 

                

     

 

 

 

 

In maths we have continued to work on addition and subtraction within 20 and number arrays.  

We also had great fun doing an experiment with a balloon and a basket on string, timing how 
long it took the basket to travel along taut and loose strings.    

The Nursery children have taken part in lots more beach themed activities this week. First 
they packed a bag for the beach, counted the items and explained why they chose them. Then 
they watched a surf yoga video. Then they made up their own yoga poses. You can watch it 
again here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMNl6uvT5y8 

They also made a picnic lunch of a sandwich and chopped up fruit.  

The Star of the Week is Isaac Roome, who 
has done some fabulous work this week, 

especially working out arrays in maths. Well done, 
Isaac!  

Our home learning star of the 
week is Rio Impey, who has 
done lots of lovely artwork 
and some writing. Well done, 
Rio.  

 

 

 

Well done everybody – what a fantastic week! 

                            

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMNl6uvT5y8

